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Research Topic

 NAVPLAN 2021 and 2022 specify Distributed Maritime 
Operations (DMO) with a tactical grid to connect distributed 
nodes for processing at the tactical edge with Artificial 
Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML) to support:

o Expeditionary Advanced Base Operations (EABO)

o Littoral Operations in a Contested Environment (LOCE)

o Joint All-Domain Command and Control (JADC2)

 Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) and 
Command and Control (C2) hardware and software have yet to 
be fully integrated and configurations tested. 
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Objectives

 Evaluate options for ISR and C2 integration into a universal 
Common Operational Picture (COP)

o Hardware Infrastructure: Tactical cloud hardware and 
deployment options

o Software Infrastructure: Tactical cloud software and 
deployment options

o Application Services: C2/ISR integrated solutions sufficient to 
support a universal COP from HQ to tactical commands to 
warfighters at the far edge on mobile devices

 AI/ML for decision and automation support
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Questions

 Which cloud hardware infrastructure configurations best support 
tactical operations for mobile warfighters?

 Which distributed hybrid cloud software architectures best 
support a universal COP in mobile and disconnected operations?

 Can C2 and ISR software be integrated to provide a universal COP 
on hybrid tactical cloud architecture?

 How can AI/ML be integrated into hybrid cloud and COP 
operations to enhance decision support?
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Method

 Data Requirements / Systems Review: Tactical cloud hardware, hybrid 
cloud software, C2 and ISR systems

 Request/Obtain Data from Topic Sponsors: Collect resources to support 
topic sponsor requirements for a universal COP

 Collect and Analyze Data: Evaluate distributed and converged data 
processing technologies suitable for DMO/EABO tactical edge nodes

 Provide Empirical Evidence: Determine specifications for a universal COP 
and determine feasibility for tactical cloud deployment

 Evaluate tactical edge software and signal processing options for D-DIL, 
EMS, GPS, and cyber challenged operations 

 Determine sustainment options for self-contained tactical edge 
equipment, peer and reachback services, with AI/ML decision support.

 Final Report/ Final Presentation
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Supported Initiatives
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Digital Modernization
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Electromagnetic Spectrum Operations 
Resilient, secure, and adaptive tactical 
Contested, congested, and operationally 

limited EMS environment

Hyper-Converged Infrastructure (HCI)
Tightly-integrated compute, storage, 

networking, and virtualization

DoD CIO Priorities 
o Cybersecurity 
o Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
o Cloud 
o Command, Control and 

Communications (C3)



Information Superiority
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Infrastructure – modernize from the current 
state of fragmented, non-performant, 
outdated, and indefensible architectures to a 
unified, logical modern infrastructure capable 
of delivering information advantage.

Naval Mesh – leverage the existing Naval 
Tactical Grid (NTG) to create a Naval Mesh 
Network that extends the DON network and in 
D-DIL environments can operate cut off from 
the DON network until connections are 
reestablished. 

Cloud – provide a performant, defendable 
cloud-enabled network with unified shore and 
tactical edge processing, storage and networks 
with identity management across the grid so 
that tactical edge networks operate as one 
logical construct. 



Maritime Superiority
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 Distributed Maritime Operations (DMO)

 Expeditionary Advanced Base Operations 
(EABO)

 Littoral Operations in a Contested 
Environment (LOCE) 

Accelerate Ready, Relevant Learning (RRL). 
To retain our competitive advantage.  

Instill continuous learning behaviors to 
broaden and deepen warfighting knowledge

Enable adaptation, improvement, and 
strengthen mission command to out-think 
and outfight any adversary. 



Expeditionary Advanced Based Operations

We do not collect the data we need 
systematically, we lack the processes and 
technology to make sense of the data we do 
collect, and we do not leverage the data we 
have to identify the decision space in 
manning, training, and equipping the force.

We will make strategic investments in data 
science, machine learning, and artificial 
intelligence. Initial investments will be 
focused on challenges we are confronting in 
talent management, predictive 
maintenance, logistics, intelligence, and 
training. 

We will explore investments in decision 
support tools that leverage data science and 
artificial intelligence for the tactical 
commander. Success is defined in terms of 
finding the smallest, lowest signature 
options that yield the maximum operational 
utility .
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Tri-Service Maritime Strategy

The Naval Service will accelerate delivery 
of the next-generation Naval Operational 
Architecture, composed of the Naval 
Tactical Grid, battle management aids, 
data structures and infrastructure that 
underpin distributed operations. 

This network will be fully interoperable 
with Joint All-Domain Command and 
Control systems and will combine inputs 
into an actionable common operational 
picture. 

Leveraging artificial intelligence and 
machine learning, we will give our 
warfighters enhanced situational 
awareness and facilitate decision making 
at tactically relevant speeds. 
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Joint All-Domain Command and Control

 Joint All-Domain Command and Control 
(JADC2) is the Department of Defense’s 
(DOD’s) concept to connect sensors from 
all of the military services—Air Force, 
Army, Marine Corps, Navy, and Space 
Force—into a single network. 

 JADC2 will enable commanders to make 
better decisions by collecting data from 
numerous sensors, processing the data 
using artificial intelligence algorithms to 
identify targets, then recommending the 
optimal weapon—both kinetic and non-
kinetic (e.g., cyber or electronic 
weapons)—to engage the target. 
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CNO NAVPLAN

 The Navigation Plan charts the course to 
execute the Tri-Service Maritime Strategy using 
DMO, LOCE, and EABO for sea and shore-based 
fires from distributed platforms.

 The Naval Operational Architecture provides 
counter-C5ISRT capabilities; weapons of 
increasing range and speed; and directed-
energy systems capable of defeating anti-ship 
cruise missiles.

 All connected in the Naval Operational 
Architecture (NOA) that integrates with JADC2; 
the NOA collection of networks, infrastructure, 
data, and analytic tools will provide decision 
advantage. 
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HQ – Tactical Command – Far Edge
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Tactical Cloud Architecture

AI /ML at the tactical edge (source: IBM)

 Distributed platforms (ship/shore)

 Converged hardware/software

 Hybrid cloud edge services

 DMO tactical grid:
o EABO
o LOCE
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Service Mesh/Grid



Tactical Edge Node
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The Tactical Edge deployment extends 
open hybrid cloud concepts to 
enable applications to run 
across environments
without having to 
rebuild, retrain,
or maintain 
separate 
systems.



Edge Computing 

Consistent deployment model from the core to the edge

Dynamic and static caching for lower response time

Automated provisioning, updating, maintenance

Flexible connectivity and management options

On-site aggregation and big data analytics 

Higher resiliency and lower costs 

Highly available applications

Real-time monitoring

Local data security

Low latency

Low-latency edge computing (source: HPE)
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Hyper-Converged Infrastructure
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 High availability to operate, regardless of WAN connection state

 Low Space, Weight and Power, Low Cost (SWaP-C)

 Fully autonomous clusters

 Distributed storage 

 Kubernetes pods

 Real time

Source: HPE



Service Evolution Zero Trust 
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 Event-driven services better mirror real-world events to improve SA  

 Capabilities can be added to services without reprogramming  

 Architecture is better able to manage topology changes, systems failure

 Operations in D-DIL, EMS, and cyber challenged environments



DMO/EABO Tactical Grid
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DMO/EABO Tactical Edge

Hybrid cloud distributed services and storage, data center capabilities 
at the far tactical edge

Tolerant of geographically distributed data sources and high-
latency/low-bandwidth interconnects

Limited physical space, restrictive power, heat generation, vibration 
and shock, restricted and intermittent connections

Offline operations with regional nodes on the tactical grid, with 
central synchronization when communications are available

Scale pods, nodes and clusters with remote out-of-band management 
agents to synchronize across tactical and regional/HQ clouds

Integrated artificial intelligence with machine and deep learning for 
decision support at the tactical edge
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Containers

 Extend virtualization to containers to speed app development and 
deployment, agility, and portability.

 Package and isolate applications that include the entire runtime 
environment to eliminate physical machines and operating systems.

 Deploy without a kernel with embedded dependencies to enable 
conflicting software on the same host. 

 Eliminate competition for resources such as networking and storage.

 Automatically transition apps between host environments and across 
systems and geographic areas.

 Micro-services scale to meet demand, scaling only the services, not 
the entire application.

 Security in the container pipeline to make the containers scalable and 
trusted.
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Orchestration

 Kubernetes de-facto standard for open source container orchestration to 
automate deployment, scaling, management of containerized applications.

 Containers wrapped into pods with metadata as single deployment entity.

 Controllers determine the number of pods for the workload.

 Devices w/o IPs.

 Secure access.

 Architecture:

o Micro-services 

o Serverless

23
Source: IBM/Red Hat



Real Time Streaming Architecture

Apache Kafka:

 Distributed system designed for streaming data and media management. 

 De-facto communication bus for event-driven and real time architecture. 

 Highly resilient, horizontally-scalable, and fault-tolerant.  

 High-performance data 
pipelines, analytics, EDA.  

 Topics published as stream 
of events consumed by 
subscribers.  

 Stream can be consumed 
within applications and 
micro-services.

 Optimized for C2/ISR
sensor integration

24
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Kafka Streams

Event-Driven Architecture (EDA)

 Asynchronous communication 
 Cloud and container development
 Agile, flexible, and scalable
 Distributed microservices
 Stateless microservices
 Loosely coupled
 Sender/publisher objects
 Receiver/subscriber objects
 Users receive events simultaneously 
 Low latency, high throughput
 Real time event reaction
 Improved situational awareness
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o Kafka EDA is optimized for data in motion in real-time streams.  Streams can be 
captured and replayed, or transformed into new streams and published to subscribers.

o Non-blocking communication releases resources without a response.

Source: IBM/Red Hat



Microsoft Azure Stack Hub/HCI

IBM/Red Hat OpenShift
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Azure Stack

 Microsoft makes two versions of Azure Stack. Both are premise, hybrid cloud 
versions of Azure:
1. Azure Stack Hub is a private, autonomous cloud that provides connected or 

disconnected cloud-native apps for Azure services in premise deployments.

2. Azure Stack HCI is a virtualization host that uses a hybrid solution that integrates 
with Azure public cloud to provide scalable virtualization and storage for high-
performance workloads in edge deployments. Does not currently support 
disconnected operations.

27

Microsoft makes an 
Azure edge appliance 
that is a subscription 
service from Azure 
that was not tested for 
this project since it 
cannot be 
independently 
deployed.

Source: Microsoft



Azure Stack Comparison
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Source: Microsoft



Azure Stack Comparison
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Source: Microsoft

Azure Stack Hub allows a restricted set of administrative 
tasks via well-defined, constrained interfaces but is able to 
run disconnected from the network and Azure cloud.

Azure Stack HCI provides full, direct access to the underlying 
hardware and the operating system running on cluster nodes 
but cannot run disconnected from Azure cloud.



Azure Stack Hub

 Azure Stack Hub is purchased pre-configured from an industry partner 
(e.g., IBM, Dell, HPE)

 Azure Stack Hub is an extension of Azure for on premise cloud computing.  

 Azure Stack Hub can provide Azure services either connected to the 
internet (and Azure) or in disconnected environments with no internet 
connectivity. 

 Azure Stack Hub uses the same underlying technologies as public Azure, 
which includes Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Software-as-a-Service 
(SaaS), and optional Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) capabilities.

 Azure Stack Hub operators can offer PaaS services to users including:
o Service Fabric
o Kubernetes Container Service
o Ethereum Blockchain
o Cloud Foundry
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Azure Stack HCI

 Azure Stack Hyper-Converged infrastructure (HCI) operating system is 
delivered as an Azure service.

 Azure Stack HCI can be deploy and run Windows and Linux virtual 
machines (VMs) in premise  datacenters or at the tactical edge. 

 Azure Stack HCI can integrate back to Azure public cloud for backup, 
monitoring, and to use Azure Security Center.

 Azure Stack HCI support for disconnected operations TBD. 
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OpenShift

 OpenShift is a platform for developing and running containerized applications that 
can scale from a few machines and applications to thousands.

 OpenShift Container Platform (OCP) incorporates a Kubernetes foundation to extend 
containerized applications from a single cloud to multi-cloud environments.

 Our default cluster will consist of four bare metal machines: a bastion node and 3 
cluster nodes. Virtualization is available through the Kubernetes API.

 The bastion node will host all of the infrastructure and services required for the 
cluster to operate using a layer 2 switch to connect all four nodes.

 For added security, the bastion node is the only node to connect to the network and 
all communications are through the bastion. 

 Each node has an out-of-band management interface on the same layer 2 network. 

 The bastion node runs Red Hat Enterprise Linux and the nodes run Red Hat CoreOS 
(RHCOS) that includes:
• The CRI-O Kubernetes native container runtime that integrates with the OS for 

running, stopping, and restarting containers.
• The Kubelet node agent for Kubernetes for launching and monitoring containers.
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OpenShift Hybrid Multi-Cloud

Most widely deployed multi-
cloud container platform

Integrated development and 
unified operations across 
public and on-premises 
platforms

Build once, deploy anywhere 

Micro-services application 
development

Seamless integration with 
public and private cloud 
services.
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OpenShift Control Plane

 The control plane is composed of the master machines that manage the 
cluster and workloads on the compute/worker machines. 

 The cluster manages upgrades to the machines by the actions of the 
cluster version, machine configuration, and individual operators.

34
Source: IBM/Red Hat 



OpenShift Storage

 IBM/Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform (OCP), renamed OpenShift Data 
Foundation (ODF), provides software-defined storage for containers that 
support Kubernetes private, hybrid, and multi-cloud deployments.

 Multi-cloud gateways abstract storage infrastructure so data can be stored 
in many different places but seen as one persistent store.

 Data can be formatted as files, blocks, or objects to support different 
Kubernetes workloads and help developers deploy applications across 
multiple tactical clouds.

 ODF is based on the Ceph open source 
storage standard for unified storage 
across single and distributed clusters:
o Distributed operations 
o No single point of failure
o Scalable to the exabyte level
o Replicates data for fault-tolerance
o Self-healing and self-managing

35Source: Jones, 2010



NPS Laboratory Tests
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Configuration

 Tactical cloud node configurations from Hewlett Packard 
Enterprise, IBM, and Dell Computer were evaluated. 

 At the time of this writing only the HPE EL8000 provided the 
required specifications for low SWaP-C, ruggedized, high 
performance computing for tactical edge deployment.

 “Ruggedized” in this instance refers to water, shock, and 
vibration per MIL-STD 810G tests.
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DMO/EABO Tactical Cloud Node

38Video Link

https://youtu.be/HazZhwfNxFU


HPE EL8000 HCI

Hyper-Converged Infrastructure (HCI):
 Compute and storage components 

located in the same cluster: 

o 112 Xeon cores (CPU)
o 6TB memory (RAM)
o 122TB storage (NVMe)
o NVIDIA AI/ML (GPU)

39

Source: HPE

Multi-access Edge Compute (MEC) for C5ISRT, AR/VR, video analytics, AI/ML, AI/DNN



EL8000: Specifications
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EL8000 HCI tactical cloud edge node:

 Multi-access Edge Compute (MEC), 5G optimization

 Optimized for IoT sensor processing 

 Real-time data acquisition and analytics

 Remote management

 Rugged, compact, energy-efficient

 Scalable and modular for real-time AI workloads

 Components can be combined, scaled and hot-swapped

 Intel and Xilinx FPGAs, Intel or Mellanox NICs

 2TB NVMe internal storage drives per slot

 6TB memory and 122TB storage per chassis

 4 PCIe slots per CPU socket, NVIDIA Tesla AI/ML GPUs

 Bare metal to virtualized AI workloads

 Units can be combined for global data center workloads



Power
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NEBS/ASHRAE
 Thermal
 Shock
 Vibration



Agentless Management
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 Agentless Management uses out-of-
band communication for increased 
security and stability. 

 Health monitoring and alerting is 
built into the system and begins 
when power is connected.

 Runs on the iLO hardware, 
independent of the operating 
system and processor.

 The management network provides 
access to the servers in the event of 
failure in the production network.

 The management network cannot 
be accessed from production.



Integrated Lights-Out (iLO)

 Protected PCI bus – iLO shields keys and data stored in memory and firmware, and does 
not allow direct access to keys via the PCI bus.

 Network and management ports – iLO’s firewall and bridge logic prevent any connection 
between the iLO management port and the server Ethernet port so attacks on the 
server network cannot compromise iLO and vice-versa.

 Services include:
o Two-factor authentication
o One-button secure erase

NIST 800-88r1 
o Intelligent OS provisioning
o Automatic backup, 

restore, reimage
o System diagnostics
o Remote repair
o Server power
o Thermal control
o RESTful API

• Browser 
• Mobile app 
• SSH client 
• BIOS access 43

Source: HPE



System Monitor
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Source: SEA Laboratory

 Endpoint tamper detection
 2- factor authentication CAC/PIV
 Global directory/Kerberos authentication 
 iLO federation across servers with HTML 5 interface



Remote Provisioning
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Intelligent Provisioning (remote server management) – All needed firmware, drivers, and 
tools are available on the system so the server is immediately ready for provisioning:
 Perform functions when the server is OFF
 Perform tasks while running an 

operating system without 
powering OFF the server.

iLO-dedicated management:
 Secure management firewall 
 Out-of-band communication
 Increased security and stability

Monitor internal subsystems:
 Thermal
 Power
 Memory
 Storage
 Machine learning
 Predictive analytics
 Problem recommendations Source: SEA Laboratory



Erase and Reset

Intelligent Provisioning provides two methods to remotely decommission 
or repurpose a server :

 One-button Secure Erase
o Automatically returns the server and supported components to the default 

state following NIST Special Publication 800-88 Revision 1, Guidelines for 
Media Sanitization.  

 System Erase and Reset
o The System Erase and Reset 

function overwrites data on 
drives by using the guidelines 
from DoD 5220.22-M. 

o Software overwrites all block 
devices attached to the 
system by applying random 
patterns. 

46
Source: SEA Laboratory



Remote Log Analysis
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Active Health System Viewer

 Parse File

o Process and Collate Data

o Analyze for Faults

o Generate Output

 Load database

o Configuration data

o Build information

o Fault Analysis data

o PCI Information

o USB Information

o Link Module Information

o Event data

Source: SEA Laboratory



NPS Laboratory Tests
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About

o Azure Stack Hub required 5 servers while the EL8000 provides 4.  
The HPE team dedicated to an Azure 4-server conversion for the 
EL8000 conversion for this project was discontinued by HPE.  
Microsoft did not participate.  Azure Stack HCI is an extension of 
Windows Server Data Center that can run on two servers but at 
the time of our tests could no operate offline, requiring 
connection to the Azure public cloud. Tests were discontinued.

o OpenShift also normally requires 5 servers, but an IBM/Red Hat 
team worked with HPE to make the conversion to 4 servers for the 
EL8000 configuration used in this project.  OpenShift is the 
software used in Fleet CANES/ACS and C2C24/Project Overmatch.
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Configuration

50
Source: HPE and RedHat

This project tested 4 independent compute nodes/servers in a 5U chassis on small 
footprint, bare-metal clusters:

Node 1 is the Bastion/Management Node: The bastion node runs Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux and hosts the scripts, files, and tools to provision the bootstrap, 
control-plane, and compute nodes. After deployment the bastion node serves as 
the administrative node for the cluster. 

Nodes 2, 3 and 4 are the OpenShift Cluster Nodes: The “worker-nodes” run 
OpenShift Kubernetes and OpenShift Container Storage (OCS) 
across nodes with management agents on each node. 

The architecture is specifically designed for
far edge environments with minimal power 
draw and minimal heat production – to 
be self-sustaining without dependence 
on other infrastructure.

The Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage 
applies Federal Information Processing 
Standard (FIPS) 140-2 (FIPS-140-2) security 
requirements for cryptographic modules.



Cluster
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Nodes
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Pods
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Auditors
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Cluster Metrics
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Node Metrics
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Pod Metrics
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Grafana
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Prometheus
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Prometheus
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Service Mesh

 The service mesh (Istio open source) consists of a data plane and a control plane

 Intelligent proxies run alongside pod application containers to intercept, control and 
modify inbound and outbound communication

 Benefits include: 

o Centralized point of control in an application

o Enterprise applications split into modular services to ease scaling and maintenance

o Load balancing

o Authentication

o Failover 

o Monitoring 

o Rate limiting

o Access control.
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Source: Red Hat



ESRI - Industry

NPS Laboratory Tests
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Enterprise Suite
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Enterprise Portal serves as the central hub and common user 
interface for C2/ISR services. 

Data Store is the data storage server; Web Adaptor to integrate with 
existing servers and security infrastructure. 

Server is the primary enterprise geodatabase with feature and 
geodata services, including advanced raster analysis and surface 
generation, and integrated analysis of raster and vector data. 
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Enterprise Extensions
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GeoAnalytics Server: Workflows.

GeoAI Toolbox: Geospatial AI/ML.

GeoEvent Server: Sensor streams.

Mission Server: Tactical SA.

Notebook Server: Mobile AI/ML.

Workflow Manager: Scheduling.

Hybrid CloudTCPED AI/ML
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Applications
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Hybrid CloudTCPED AI/ML
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Applications
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ArcGIS TAK Integration (Source: ESRI)

Command Operations Dashboards (Source: ESRI)



Applications
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ArcGIS Drone2Map (Source: ESRI)

Excalibur Tactical Exploitation (Source: ESRI)

Mission Dashboard (Source: ESRI)



Applications
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Mission Portal
(Source: ESRI)

Workflow
Manager

(Source: ESRI)



Field Apps
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Collector: Mobile iOS/ Android.

Navigator: Turn-by-turn mobile 
navigation.

Survey123: Field collection audio, 
images, and questions.

Workforce: CTP field to HQ.

Hybrid CloudTCPED AI/ML
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TAK – Government

NPS Laboratory Tests
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Tactical Assault Kit (TAK)
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Servers, containers, and mobile apps with versions for military forces, 
law enforcement, and emergency responders:

ATAK/iTAK: Android/iPhone

WebTAK: Browser

VTAK: Virtual Reality

TCPED AI/ML Hybrid Cloud
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Tactical Assault Kit (TAK)
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ATAK map interface (Source: TAK)

TACX map tools (Source: TAK)

VTAK TOC (Source: TAK)



TAK Data Plugins
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Add data and functions to the TAK family of devices. 

Open API and SDK facilitate plugin development to enhance the 

core mapping application with tools for mission requirements.



TAK Data Plugins
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Air Overlay (Source: TAK)

GeoTAKCam (Source: TAK)

Google Streaming Services (Source: TAK)

Assault Zone DB (Source: TAK)



TAK Communication Plugins
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Enhancements range from team communication, to external device 
integration, to alerts and notifications.

TCPED AI/ML Hybrid Cloud
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Alert Status Messages (Source: TAK)

Push to Talk (Source: TAK)

Joint Effects Coordination Link 
(Source: TAK)



TAK GPS Plugins
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Enhancements range from user navigation, to Augmented Reality 
(AR), to tracking and targeting.

TCPED AI/ML Hybrid Cloud
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ATOS X X

AuSS X X X

Compass Nav X

DFT Sensors X X X

Drifter X

EMAPS X X X

Intercep X X

Last Known Location X X

Munter X

Neon X X X

Stack Manager X X X

Tetra X X X X

VNS X
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TAK GPS Plugins
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ATOS LOS Tracker (Source: TAK)

Drifter Dead Reckoning (Source: TAK)

Intercept Bearing Calculation 
(Source: TAK)

GPS Denied Tracking (Source: TAK)



TAK Image Plugins
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TCPED AI/ML Hybrid Cloud
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Checkpoints X X X
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Bounce Omnidirectional Tactical Camera (Source: TAK)



TAK Image Plugins
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Checkpoints Video Detection and Alert
(Source: TAK)

Vulcane Vehicle Camera System
(Source: TAK)

Milestone Location Stream

(Source: TAK)



TAK Sensor Fusion Plugins
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TCPED AI/ML Hybrid Cloud
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ADS-B X X X

AVO X X X

Building Manager X X X

CBRN X X X

Deep Purple X X X

Effects X X X

FoCUS X

Ninja X X X

Point Mensuration Tool X X X

Prowl X X X

Somewhere X X X

UAS Tool X X

UGV Tool X X

Wx Report X X X
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To increase the number of sensed entities available on the platform, 
the sophistication of the fusion, and the processing capabilities.



TAK Sensor Fusion Plugins
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ADS-B Service Integration (Source: TAK)

CBRN Sensor Integration (Source: TAK)

Somewhere Satellite Hotspot

(Source: TAK)



TAK Operations Plugins
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Assessment, reporting and decision support functions:

Calculations for conflict management

Tactical guidance

Libraries for the development of AI/ML for decision support

TCPED AI/ML Hybrid Cloud
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Mission Planner (Source: TAK)

Mission Workflow (Source: TAK)

Air-Maritime-Ground COP (Source: TAK)

Search and Rescue (Source: TAK)



NPS Laboratory Tests
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About

 This section discusses AI/ML for the EL8000 tactical node:
o AI/ML is available for the EL8000 tactical node chassis and servers
o AI/ML is available for the OpenShift tactical node operating software. 

 Sensor Open Systems Architecture (SOSA) standards are implemented for 
hardware, software, functions and behaviors; and for electrical-mechanical 
interfaces for communications, EO/IR, EW, radar and SIGINT interoperability. 

 AI/ML and AI deep neural network (AI/DNN) algorithms provide context-aware 
applications that can track and identify objects, analyze motion for events, and 
extract intelligence from analog or digital streams using an open, low-latency 
streaming web interface and control API to:
o Learn the spectrum instantly and automatically with contextual analysis
o Detect and classify RF emissions across bandwidths to report anomalies and 

threats in near real-time
o Assess wide-band and narrow-band signals, analog single carrier 

modulations, multi-carrier modulation schemes, cellular and infrastructure 
signals, ISM-band signals (e.g., Wi-Fi, Bluetooth) and mobile radio services

o Apply AI/DNN in real-time for signal identification and re-train the neural 
network as needed for new signals/anomalies.
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Embedded AI/ML

EL8000 Software Capabilities EL8000 Hardware

AI/ML NVIDIA Tesla T4

Anomaly Detection NVIDIA Tesla T4

Body Recognition NVIDIA Tesla T4

Facial Attributes (gender, age, etc.) NVIDIA Tesla T4

Facial Recognition NVIDIA Tesla T4

Facial Expression Analysis NVIDIA Tesla T4

License Plate Recognition NVIDIA Tesla T4

Object Detection and Classification NVIDIA Tesla T4

Object Tracking and Pathing NVIDIA Tesla T4
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 EL8000 integrates hardware and software to 
optimize the platform for sensor collection and 
processing at the tactical edge

 Embedded AI/ML for situational awareness and 
GPU-accelerated data visualization for tactical 
decision support

Source: HPE

 AI/ML enables the tactical node to 
learn from examples.  

 AI deep neural network (AI/DNN) 
algorithms automate that training. 



AI as a Service (AaaS) 

Open Data Hub for AI as a Service (AaaS) on Kubernetes:
o Ceph Object Storage for analytics at the tactical edge
o Inherits upstream from Kafka/Strimzi and Kubeflow
o Jupyter supports interactive data science and scientific computing
o Scikit-learn ML libraries for Python
o Numpy, Scipy, and Matplotlib for predictive analysis
o TensorFlow end-to-end AI/ML to build/deploy ML-powered apps
o PyTorch open source ML framework for computer vision and NLP
o Jupyter notebooks with integrated TensorFlow, PyTorch, and Apache 

Spark model development frameworks
o IBM Watson Studio for building and managing models at scale 
o OpenVINO and oneAPI analytics toolkits for optimizing and tuning 

models
o Seldon for deploying, managing, and monitoring models
o Starburst Galaxy for data integration
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Tactical Edge AaaS Topology
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 The Topology view provides a visual 
representation of the applications 
within a project, their build status, and 
the components and services 
associated with them.

 Pods can be packaged as a container 
image to run AaaS that can be called 
from other applications.

 The number of pods for a service can 
be scaled up or down to increase or 
decrease the number of instances of 
the application. 

 For serverless applications, the Pods 
are automatically scaled down to zero 
when idle and scaled up depending on 
the channel traffic.

 In this instance we have Sensor Pods, 
and Course of Action (COA) Pods for 
the tactical edge and Headquarters.



Node Replica Sets
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Far Edge Data Collection
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In the Jupyter notebook we take a small data 
set of 52 samples and use the Markovify
algorithm to simulate a data set of 1000 
derived from the original 52 samples. 



AI/ML Model

 Characterize sensor status from free text descriptions entered by users through 
Natural Language Processing (NLP).

 Package the code to create a service that can be queried from an application.

 Train the model on the simulated data, and once trained, enter sensor issues to 
see if the model has correctly categorized the status.

 Use the TensorFlow AI/ML libraries 
to run and share the code:

o 80% training, 20% testing.

 Text entered by warfighters is 
converted into contextual vectors 
with numeric representations to form 
an index.

 Scikit-learn is used to convert label 
strings into a numbered index to 
enable the AI/ML algorithms to 
work with categorical data.
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Train and Test

 Softmax calculates probabilities for 
each category in each document. 

 Epochs represent the number of 
times model calculations pass 
through the data.

 TensorFlow binary is optimized with 
oneAPI AI/DNN library.
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Recommend/Predict
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Inline Curl recommendation

Embedded Python recommendation

HF-1 is being jammed 
{'prediction': 'defend'}

latency issue on HF-2 
{'prediction': 'maintain'}

COMINT latency on blue ship SATCOM-2 
{'prediction': 'maintain'}

detect COMINT red ship HF-2 
{'prediction': ‘jam'}

red shore LAN-1 detect
{'prediction': ‘jam'}

SIGINT jam radar-1 shore blue
{'prediction': 'defend'}

blue UAV-4 IMINT attack
{'prediction': 'defend'}

detect IMINT UAV-3 red ship
{'prediction': ‘jam'}



Test Cases

Function Component Supported Tested Result

Orchestration Kubernetes Yes Yes Recommend

Streams Kafka Yes Yes Recommend

AI/ML Jupyter Yes Yes Recommend

AI/ML TensorFlow Yes Yes Recommend

AI/ML NLP Yes Yes Recommend

AI/ML PyTorch Yes No Viable

AI/ML Spark Yes No Viable

AI/ML Watson Yes No Viable

AI/ML Scikit-learn Yes Yes Recommend

AI/DNN TensorFlow Yes No Viable

AI/DNN OpenVINO Yes No TBD

AI/ML Seldon Yes No TBD
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Summary and Recommendations
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Conclusion

 This project informs DMO, EABO, LOCE, and JADC2 objectives with technical 
designs for hardware, software, processing, and AI/ML at the tactical edge.

 Hardware was selected to support tactical cloud edge nodes, and software to 
support hybrid multi-cloud distributed tactical computing in high security 
architecture suitable for forward deployed forces in D-DIL and challenged 
EMS and cyber environments. 

 Best-of-class industry and government software offering the potential to 
support an integrated C2/ISR universal COP with legacy and next generation 
JADC2 sensors and services were evaluated.

 Micro-service mesh/grid, real time streaming architecture, and AI/ML were 
evaluated for integrated C2/ISR universal COP tactical edge decision support 
and process automation.

 Future research may continue to refine hardware/software for mobile tactical 
clouds for extreme edge deployments in challenged environments to support 
an integrated C2/ISR universal COP with AI/ML services including analytics for 
enhanced SA, automation, and prediction.
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